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ABSTRACT

Name: Muhammad Efendi
Reg. No.: 20400111076
Department: English Education
Faculty: Tarbiyah and Teaching Science
Title: Evaluating the Quality of “Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing” Book as the Reference in Writing Course
Consultant I: Dra. Hj. St. Azisah, M. Ed.St., Ph.D.
Consultant II: Sitti. Nurpahmi, S. Pd., M. Pd.

This research discussed about evaluating the quality of top techniques in the teaching of writing book as the references in writing course. It aimed to analyze the quality of the book whether the book has strength or weakness as the references in writing course for students.

The research method was descriptive, types of data being obtained was qualitative. The instrument of this research was assessment of rubrics to facilitate researcher in evaluating the book of “Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing”. This assessment rubric was created by the researcher. The book evaluated by using common criteria, whether the textbook was motivating and meaningful, authentic and appropriate, graphic and graded, literatur and integrated, and contextualized and creative. The objective of this research are to find out the quality of English book to describe the weaknesses English book used at the students, to describe the strengths English book used at the students.

The result of the research showed about weaknesses and strengths the use of book, there are many factors influence the weaknesses and strength of the book, the factors influence weakness of the book are about layout, not included with CD, etc. The factors influence the strengths of the book are about grammar, vocabulary, exercise, the tasks move from simple to complex, etc. The researcher suggested to the authors should design the book more interesting, to minimized reading text in the book suitable with the students need.

Based on the result of this research, the researcher conclude that the book of “Top Techniques in the Teaching Writing” has many strengths in teaching writing because the book was attractive, motivating and meaningful, authentic and appropriate, graphic and graded, literatur and integrated, and contextualized and creative. And the researcher recommendate the book as reference in teaching writing.

By knowing the quality of the books that serve as a reference or guide in the learning process of the students can be easier for students to choose or look for a book that is suitable for use. Thus it is very important person knows only too well the quality of the book that will serve as a guide or as a first step if someone wants to buy a book that the book is too well to suit our needs.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background

In education today, many books that are used by different teachers in this case a lot of books or references are less attracted attention that causes students to learn them less. The first is a lot of vocabulary that is poorly understood by students. The second is not compatible with students. The third choice of words that is less precise and less attractive, which creates a feeling lazy to read it, and the thickness of the books that readers have become lazy.

As we know that the students need a perfect book, but many teachers still used an inappropriate book. There are many factors why the teachers still use it. First, the teacher just took learning material from the internet. Second, we often encounter teachers who are lazy looking for a book and only use the book provided from school. Third, many teachers do not consider the conditions of their students. As a teacher it is important for them to evaluate, select, and adapt teaching materials to meet their teaching and student learning needs in order to maximize learning potentials.

As we have seen the significance of evaluating textbooks, we are now concerned with the ways we evaluate term and the criteria we follow in the process of evaluation. Sheldon (1988) maintains that since no one set of criteria is applicable to all different situations, we can only commit ourselves to checklist or scoring system. The evaluation textbook consists of a list of factors such as rationale, availability, layout etc. And rating (poor, fair, good, excellent), then,
comments will be given in the corresponding space by the evaluator. The whole process of textbook assessment is inevitably a subjective activity.

To avoid the danger of allowing subjective factors influence judgment in the early, stage of analysis, Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 97) emphasize the importance of objectivity in evaluation. In this case, evaluation is basically a matching process: matching needs to available solutions. If this matching is to be done as objectively as possible, it is best to look at the needs and solutions separately, thus they divide the evaluation, process into four major steps; 1) defining criteria; 2) subjective analysis; 3) objective analysis; and 4) matching.

The necessity to analyze and evaluate the textbook is imposed by the fact that it is used on a large national scale, it is recently developed and its strengths or weaknesses have a high impact on the textbook at the third grade "learning of English. The analysis of the textbook would yield insights as to its suitability; whether it actually does what it claim to be doing and whether it accomplishes its set goals. It is therefore important to examine whether it corresponded to the learners’ needs of the particular situation, whether it promotes communicative language, learner autonomy, made use of problem solving approaches and whether it allows for differentiate instructions. It is beyond doubt that the English language has become the center of communication all over the world. In fact, it is one of the reasons why English is taught as a foreign language in many countries. As a matter of the fact, it has already become a medium of communication in many educational settings such as public schools as well. It has been taught so as
to help learners to keep up with the recent advances and developments of the time in science and technology.

Through the process of evaluating some revelations have emerged, first, by evaluating the teaching material teachers can understand more about language learning and give rise to new concepts and ideas, which in turn contribute to the adjustment, modification and eventual improvement of their own teaching. Second, materials evaluation appears to be a rather complicated matter it that so many criteria need to be taken into account, and subjectivity will more or less influence our judgment. Third, we need to have the right attitudes towards textbooks. It has observed the textbook are not masters but servants, we should not regard a textbook as an absolute authority and depend on it too much, but rather, take whatever is beneficial to teaching, learning and adapt, complement or modify what’s not satisfactory. In this way we are making use of the textbooks to achieve our own purpose. As we have seen from this paper, the textbooks have problems of various kinds.

A lot of problems need to be done on the part of the teacher to exert their creativity and imagination in bringing out the most effective results of teaching and learning. The textbooks will be totally suited to a particular teaching situation. The teacher will have to find his own way of using it and adapting it if necessary. So we should not be looking for the perfect book which meets all our requirements, but rater for the best possible fit between what the book offers and what we as teachers and students need. So that’s why the researcher take up the
problem, through her paper entitled “Evaluating the Quality of ‘Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing’ Book as the Reference in Writing Course”.

B. Problem Statements

Based on the issue discussed previously, the problem statement of this research is formulated as follows:

1. How is quality in a book entitled "Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing"?

2. What is the strength and the weakness found in a book entitled "Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing"?

C. Research Objectives

1. To know the quality book “Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing”

2. To know the strength and the weakness contained in the book “Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing”

D. Research significance

1. Theoretical Significance

As a reference for further research on evaluation of book. Theoretically, this research is expected can provide an donations theoretical concepts and provide input knowledge in the implementation of a study on the evaluation of textbooks as teaching materials in learning English, so ultimately helps provide a picture quality of textbooks the good one.
2. Practical Significance

The result of this research will help the University to choose which books are suitable for storing into the library. So that is why, the university can select books into department as the reference in teaching and learning activity in the class.

For teachers, to find out which books are more appropriate to the needs of students and learning objectives. For student to obtain the appropriate and the suitable of teaching materials and learning activities. To the university, to choose which books are suitable for storing into the library.

E. Research Scope

The scopes of this research are limited to evaluate the "Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing, the components being evaluated are layout, paper, content, objectives of book, learning material, weakness, and the strength of the book compiled by Sukirman, S. Pd., M. Pd. for the English teacher and students reference.

The book entitle “ Top Tecniques in the Teaching of Writing “ a book that is used by the students, especially students studying writeen used as a reference in the lecture especially english education departement

F. Operational Definitions of Terms

Evaluating: Making a judgment about what you read, what you learn. Evaluating can also is a systematic and objective assessment of an ongoing or
completed book, its design, implementation and results. The aim is to determine
the relevance and fulfillment of objectives, efficiency, and effectiveness of the
book.

Quality: Quality is the totality of characteristics an entity that bear on
it is ability to satisfy or implied needs.

English Book: Writing book means here is ‘Top Techniques in the
Teaching of Writing’ a book used for students who want to evaluate by
researcher.
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Review of Previous Research Studies

Research conducted by Indah (2013) about Analysis of Indonesian Course Book Quality for High Level Class Used in SDN 2 Centre, Curup District 2012/2013. This research aimed to investigate the quality of Indonesian course book in high level class at SDN 2, Curup 2012/2013. Method applied in this research was evaluative descriptive mixed method. The result indicated from appropriateness and reading level, from the content of view, there were only two books which belong to good category books so called ‘Inilah Indoensiaiku (Class IV and VI), three other books had sufficient category. To compare with my research while Indah issued about the quality of Indonesian course book and it was a general evaluating, my own research discussed about the quality of top techniques in the teaching writing book as the references in writing course, and it was specific evaluating.

The research conducted by Mulyaningsih (2010) about quality of Book “Understanding Indonesian Language for SMK in Technique Electro, and technique Machine”. This study aims to describe and to explain: 1) the level of legibility of the book, 2) the balance of the learning aspects, such as the four language skills in the book, 3) the linkage of language skills contained in the book, 4) the suitability of the contents with the applicable curriculum, and 5) Indonesian language teacher perceptions of the book. From these studies we can conclude that 1) the level of legibility of the MBI SMK book in SMKN 1 Miri.
grade X is 30.43%, grade XI is 31.10%, and 42.43% for grade XII. It means, the level of legibility for grade X and XI is low, while it is legible for grade XII. 2) The aspects of language learning in the book is not balance for there is a lack of linguistic learning, conversation skills, listening skills, and appreciation of literature. 3) The aspects of learning in MBI SMK book do not have strong links. The only binding aspects of learning are the theme. 4) MBI SMK book has not yet fulfilled the standard of KTSP. KTSP uses multi strategy approach, multimedia learning resources, appropriate technology, and also utilizes the environment as a learning resource, while this book does not. 5) According to the perceptions of the teachers, MBI SMK book is categorized less. It can be seen from the pattern of the preparation of which does not meet the defined criteria; the order and the structure are not systematic, the content does not comply with the required curriculum, the development of the subject matter and the themes are narrow and shallow, the language used is inappropriate, and also there is a lack of pictures as supporting media of reading. To compare with my research while Mulyaningsih issued about quality of Book “Understanding Indonesian Language for SMK in Technique Electro” it was special for machine book while my own research discussed about the quality of top techniques in the teaching writing book as the references in writing course, and it was not a machine book but it was a teaching book, but both of these researcher has the same aim, evaluate the quality of the book.
B. **Some Pertinent Ideas**

1. **The Concept of Evaluating**

   An English textbook has an essential role in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) classrooms. The use of English textbooks has a prominent merit for both teachers and students. Harmer (207) states that the most important aspect of textbook use is for teachers to try to engage students with the content they are going to be dealing with. According to Yulianti (2011) a textbook is an instructional material which consists of content and material of the subject that is well organized in written form and has a great contribution in the teaching and learning process. A textbook is the complete package of English skills and components that helps teachers and learners as their source of materials and exercises in EFL learning.

   According to Hutchinson and Waters (1987) cited in Sheldon (1988) textbook evaluation is basically a straightforward, analytical matching process: matching needs to available solution’. Textbook evaluation is a process of choosing what textbook to use in particular course considering the need and value of teaching. The purpose of textbook evaluation is to support the teacher development and help teachers in order to gain good and useful insights into the nature of material (Cunningsworth: 1995). In short, the goal of textbook analysis is to decide on ‘best of the best’ material functioning as framework and resource of EFL teaching.

   Evaluation is a **systematic** determination of a subject's merit, worth and significance, using governed criteria by a set of **standards**. It can assist an
organization, program, project or any other intervention or initiative to assess any aim, realizable concept/proposal, or any alternative, to help in making decision; or to ascertain the degree of achievement or value in regard to the aim and objectives and results of any such action that has been completed. The primary purpose of evaluation, in addition to gaining insight into prior or existing initiatives, is to enable reflection and assist in the identification of future change.

a. Types of Evaluating

Evaluation is the process of examining a program or process to determine what’s working, what’s not and why. It determines the value of learning and training programs and acts as blueprints for judgment and improvement. (Rossett, Sheldn: 2001). Evaluation are normally divided into two categories, they are:

1) Formative Evaluation

Formative evaluation is also useful in analyzing learning materials, student learning and achievements, and teacher effectiveness. Formative evaluation is primarily a building press which accumulates a series of components of new materials, skills, and problems into an ultimate meaningful whole Whali Guyot (1978).

Thus, formative evaluations are basically done on the fly. They permit the designer, learners, instructors, and managers to monitor how well the instructional goals and objectives are being met. Its main purpose is to catch deficiencies so that the proper learning interventions can take place that allows the learners to master the required skills and knowledge.
2) Summative Evaluation

Summative evaluation (sometimes referred to as external) is a method of judging the worth of a program at the end of the program activities (summation). The focus is on the outcome.

All assessments can be summative (i.e., have the potential to serve a summative function), but only some have the additional capability of serving formative functions (Scriven: 1967).

This type of evaluation is given at the end of the course or unit of instructions to find out which student, what extent has mastered the intended learning outcomes.

3) Diagnostic Evaluation

This type of evaluation is concerned with finding out the reasons for student’s persistent or recurring learning difficulties that cannot be resolved by standard corrective measures or formative evaluation.

b. Evaluating of The Book

An evaluating of the book, tells not only what is in a book, but also what a book attempts to achieve and how it can be used. To discuss the uses of a book, you must explore your own reactions, for these reactions reveal how you have responded to the book. Thus, in writing an evaluating of the book, the researcher combines the skills of describing what is on the page, analyzing how the book tries to achieve its purpose, and expressing your own reactions. The nature and length of the analyzing depend on the book, the purpose of the review, and the anticipated audience (Berkley).
2. The Concept of Quality

The standard of something as measured against other things of a similar kind; the degree of excellence of something (Berkley).

a. Quality of Book

Excellent - a book that is new. Yes, old books can be rated new if they were packaged and stored well. The dust jacket (the paper cover of hardback books) will be crisp and colors bright without tears or marks; the edges and spine will be clean, straight with no bends and pages will be clean and crisp. If it is a soft cover, the cover will have no bends or tears, nor there signs of shelf wear.

Very Good - a book that is close to being new-like but has a few blemishes. Perhaps the corners of the hardback are bent, or the price sticker was clipped inside. Normal shelf wear will reduce a book from truly new-like appearance, but will still be a fine book to read and retain. It is common to grade a book as very well when only the dust jacket has minor blemishes such as small tears.

Good - a book shows wear (and maybe tears). There may be library markings, damage to a few pages, or very soiled cover. A book that comes from a smoker's house is sometimes rated as good due to residual smells. I know collectors that purchase "good" books to lend to friends so they don't have to lend their prized quality ones.

Fair - the book is all there, but perhaps there are crayon marks on the cover or inside pages, the pages have been underlined in ink, or the soft cover has been significantly torn. "Fair" books frequently have been heavily used. A book with
water damage on numerous pages is generally classified as fair. Fair quality books can be a great bargain.

**Poor** - generally means the book is not really in readable condition - pages may be loose or missing, cover severely damaged. These books often are purchased for repurposing such as covers for new paper journals, pictures and illustrations for art projects.

b. The Concept Of Book

A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated, or blank sheets, made of ink, paper, parchment, or other materials, fastened together to hinge at one side. A single sheet within a book is a leaf, and each side of a leaf is a page. A set of text-filled or illustrated pages produced in electronic format is known as an electronic book, or e-book. Books may also refer to work of literature, or a main division of such a work. In library and information science, a book is called a monograph, to distinguish it from serial periodicals such as magazines, journals or newspapers. The body of all written works including book is literature. In novels and sometimes other types of books (for example, biographies), a book may be divided into several large sections, also called books (Book 1, Book 2, Book 3, and so on). An avid reader of book is a bibliophile or colloquial, bookworm. Assessment criteria textbook covers several aspects, 1. Textbooks are to be attracted to children, the students who use it. 2. Textbooks are to be able to motivate the students who use it. 3. Textbooks shall contain illustrations that captivate the students who use it. 4. Textbooks it being understood considering the aspects of linguistics, so in accordance with the ability
of the students who use it. The contents of the textbook should be closely related to other subjects; better still if it can support it with a plan, so everything is a determination is intact and unified. Textbooks are to be able to stimulate, stimulate private activities of the students who use it. Textbooks are to be conscious and decided to avoid concepts vague and unusual, so as not to confuse the students could use. Textbooks it must have a point of view or "point of view" a clear and unequivocal so that also eventually became the point of view of its users loyal. Textbooks are to be able to provide stabilization, emphasis on the values of children and adults. Textbooks are to be able can appreciate the personal differences of the students who use it (Greene 1971).

c. The Important of Role of Textbooks in the EFL Classroom

A textbook can be referred to as a published book specially designed to help language learners to improve their abilities (Sheldon: 1987). In addition to being a learning instrument, textbooks are also used as a supporting teaching instrument. The student's book usually comes with other materials such a workbook, a teacher’s book, or even additional multimodal text for a reference as a textbook package (Masuohara & Tomlinson: 2008). They are “designed to give cohesion to the language teaching and learning process by providing direction, support, and specific language-based activities aimed at offering classroom activities for students” (Mares: 2003) and foster effective and quick learning of the language (Cunningsworth: 1995).

The widespread use of textbooks in different ELT context requires little further explanation. It continues to play an essential role to play in ELT classroom
is so extensive that is almost a universal element in ELT teaching (Hutchinson & Torres: 1994) and it is crucial to any ELT program (Sheldon: 1988). Research has suggested that it is extremely common to see ELT professional incorporating the use of textbook for daily teaching purposes and very view of them would not use published ELT materials at some stage of their career (Byrd: 2001, Shaw: 2003).

Even though the importance of use of textbook in ELT has been justified by many different researches, opinions on whether textbooks can actually help or hinder the teaching and learning process seem to polarize. In view of this the researcher would also like to provide a literature review on pro and cons of using textbooks in EFL teaching.

d. The Need for Textbook Evaluation

The ever increasing number of textbooks on the market makes formulating the right choice in textbooks difficult (Cunningsworth: 1995). Textbook selection can have a massive impact on the teaching and learning process as teachers would make references to the textbooks or even design the entire EFL syllabus around it. In that sense, the qualities of textbooks are often purchased without careful analyses. Frequently, a textbook selection is not based on its intrinsic pedagogical value, but of the perceived prestige of the author and or the publisher, or skillful marketing by the publishers. Preference is given to books printed in attractive covers or that teachers would blindly use the best – selling textbooks which are used in many other places.

A number of studies have suggested that most current global, local ELT textbooks are developed for commercial purposes but are not based on principles
of language acquisitions and development recommended by scholars and educators. Financial success has become the primary goal of textbook publishing. Instead of contributing positively to students’ development in the acquisition of the English language, many textbooks are in fact leading to learners’ failure in acquiring the language and in the worst case, contain serious pedagogical flaws and practical shortcomings.

The cause of learning failure is two fold. The first cause of failure is that possibly motivated by the need of commercial success, publishers would have to produce according to the public demand (Tomlinson 2008). Textbook writing as a result is molded according to the liking of teachers, parents, and administrators with heavy focus on teaching of linguistic items instead of creating opportunities for students to acquire the language. Also, teachers tend to choose textbooks that are designed to allow for minimal preparation for their classes. The second cause of failure is that instead of focusing on how learners could actually benefit from using the textbook, textbook writers relied on their intuition and produce materials what they think would work best for their intended users. Tomlinson (2008) biased towards perceived rather than actual needs of learners. Though the textbook written by professional writers is usually of good quality in items of organization, packaging and design, they tend to be lacking in qualities of being creative and imaginative.

In view of the above, it is therefore very important for us to conduct an EFL textbook evaluation so as to ensure ELT textbooks can effectively facilitate the attainment of our teaching objectives, and at the same time, be economically
viable to teachers and students. Wrong choice of textbooks would be likely to negatively affect both teaching and learning. Financial resources would also be wasted.

e. A review of Textbook Evaluation as a Pedagogical Process

ELT materials evaluation or more precisely textbook evaluation, “involves measuring the value or (potential value) of a set of learning materials (textbooks) by making judgments about the effect of the effect of the materials (textbook) on the people using them” (Tomlinson 2004). The area of ELT textbook evaluation seems to be under-researched, with a limited supply of relevant literature. As summarized by McGrath (2002) have suggested that it would be best for textbook evaluation schemes to adopt a “leveled” approach in evaluation in which a first level overview “impressionistic” evaluation should be first conducted followed by an in-depth evaluation.

Has helped to provide a good brief summary of how a leveled evaluation can be conducted. When applying the impressionistic method, we take the literal meaning of the method by quickly looking through the textbook cover to cover, to try and get an overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the book. The overview can provide formation of a quick opinion as the design and structure of the textbook, such as how attractive the cover is, what ancillary materials come with the textbook, and how the textbook is sequenced. Textbooks found unsuitable for use would have been screened out after this process. An in-depth evaluation will be undertaken subsequently to provide a detailed evaluation of specific items in each textbook on areas such as how the exercises can cater for
the syllabus and learners’ need. An example of an in-depth evaluation would be to select one or two chapters and look at the balance of skills and activities contained in each unit (Cunningsworth: 1995)

f. Textbook Design

According to Greene and Petty (1971: 545-8) in Tarigan (1986: 20-21) explains the criteria of good textbook. There are:

The textbook must be interested and attractive toward the learners. So, they will be interested in using textbook for study. The textbook must be able to motivate the learners to use. The textbook should consider the linguistic aspect. So, it will be suitable with the learner’s ability. The content of textbook must be clear in written to avoid the learners will be confused in using textbook. The book must have clear point of view because it will be a point of view for the learners in using textbooks.

g. The other textbook design proposed by Rajans’ (2003)

Good material is very important for the learner; because a good material can motivate the learner. The criteria of good materials design based on Rajan (2003: iv) like the MAGIC. The meaning of MAGIC is as follows;

1) M = Motivating and Meaningful

a) Motivating means that a good material can motivate learner to learn themselves. It means the contents of these materials must be able to motivate the learners to learn.
b) Meaningful means that good materials are useful for the learner. It means the contents of these materials must be able to increase the learning ability of the learners in language.

2) A = Authentic and Appropriate

a) Authentic means that a good material contain by original language by native speaker. It means the contents of these materials must be able to facilitate students in understanding native speakers and students can learn the language skills of native speakers.

b) Appropriate means that a good material suitable for what the learner needed. It means the contents of these materials must be compatible with the learners needed and suitable with the level of each learner.

3) G = Graphic and Graded

a) Graphic means that a good material displayed with graphic or table will be more interesting.

b) Graded means that the material should be systematic range. It means that the material must be arranged from easier to the most difficult.

4) I = Interesting, Interactive, and Integrated

a) Interesting means that a good material can attack the attention of learner. It means the material must be able to create the attention of the learner.

b) Interactive means that a good material should be able to give chance to the learner for giving response.
c) Integrated means that good materials consist of Language skill and Language aspects.

5) C = Contextualized and Creative
   a) Contextualized means that a good material should be suitable with time and place (up to date). It means that the material must suitable with the learner’s activity.
   b) Creative means that a good material should make the learners more creative.

3. Top Techniques in Teaching of writing

   This book is designed to be used as a reference in the teaching of writing. It is appropriate for lectures and teachers who teach Writing Course. Also, it appropriate for undergraduate as well as for graduate students majoring langue leraning and teaching. Then, the langue used in this book is easy to be understood. Furthermore, the contents of this book deal with some appropriate strategies and media that can be used in teaching writeng. It consist of 9 (nine) chapters which present interesting materials such as introduction, theoretical basic, learning materials, teaching procedures, rubric which can be used to assess the student writing, and so farth. Each chapter present both theoritical and practical point of views.

1. Introduction

   This chapter discussed about Genre of writing language, types of writing performance, micro and macro skills writing, problem occured in the teaching of writing, how to deal with the problems and the last references.
2. **Raft Writing Strategi**

   This chapter discussed about introduction, theoretical basic, sample materials, teaching procedures, reflection, conclusion, reference and appendix.

3. **Graphic Organizer**

   This chapter discussed about Introduction, theoretical basic, learning basic, teaching procedures, reflection, conclusion, references, and appendix.

4. **Dialog Jurnal**

   This chapter discussed about introduction, theoretical basic, learning materials, teaching procedures, reflection, conclusion, reference, and appendix.

5. **Facebook**

   This chapter discussed about introduction, theoretical basic, learning materials, teaching procedures, reflection, conclusion, reference, and appendix.

6. **Collaborative Writing**

   This chapter discussed about introduction, theoretical basic, learning materials, teaching procedures, reflection, conclusion, reference, and appendix.

7. **Assessing Writing**

   This chapter discussed about assessing writing task.

8. **Connecting words and transition signal**

   This chapter discussed about coordinating words, subordining words, conjunctive adverbs, and transition signals.

9. **Editing Symbols**

   In this case, the writer does not only discuss the theory of strategies discussed in this book, but also present the practical procedure of the strategy. Then, he also
provides some examples of writing such as argumentative essay, narrative text, and so on. Further, he also provides applicable rubrics that can be used in assessing student writing. Therefore, this book is highly recommended for English language lectures and teachers as well student.

This book still needs a lot improvements, therefore, comments, sugestions, corrections and additional information for revision from student and colleagues as well as readers are highly appreciated.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD

A. RESEARCH METHOD

This research is Descriptive. Descriptive research is intended for exploration and clarification concerning a phenomenon, by describing a number of variables regarding the problem and the unit under study.

Now is mostly found several books that are not relevant and not in accordance with the needs of students and some are also many shortcomings so researchers wanted to know what are the weakness and strength of the book to become a reference to students.

B. RESEARCH SUBJECT

The subject of this research is book with the title "Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing"

C. TYPES OF DATA

The types of data being obtained is qualitative. Creswell (1998) states that qualitative research is an inquiry process of understanding based on distinct mythological traditions of inquiry that explore the social or human problem. The research builds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, reports, detailed views of informants, and conducts the study in a natural setting. The types of data that will be obtained such as, the correlation book with syllabus, layout, content, suitability to learners, and other criteria. Qualitative data will be taken from evaluating book entitled "Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing "by Sukirman, S. Pd., M. Pd
I chose this book as research for seeing this book is so much in demand by a student who makes the book as a reference. but not all of the students liked the book so that the researchers chose this book to look for and know the weaknesses and strengths in the book.

D. **RUBRIC OF ANALYSIS**

The research instrument research is the research by using rubrics analysis adapted from Sundara Rajan (Material Design: 2003) is used to evaluate or validate of the product. It consist of five (5) criteria called MAGIC stand for motivating and meaningful, authentic and appropriate, graphic and graded, literary and integrated, and contextualized and creative, as explained in page 18-20.

E. **DATA ANALYSIS**

Data analysis technique used in this research is using the measures as proposed by Sugiyono (2005) as follows:

1. **Data Reduction**

   Data reduction means summarizing, choose things that are fundamental, focusing on things that are important, as well as look for themes and patterns. Thus the reduced data will provide a clearer picture, and facilitate researcher to conduct further data collection, and look for it if necessary, so as to reduce the data that is a value of finding and developing significant theory.
1. Display data

After the data is reduced, then the next step is to present the data, in qualitative research, data presentation is done in the form of a short description, chart, relations between categories, and the like. The most often used to present data in qualitative research is the narrative text. With the presentation of the data, it will be easier to understand what happened. Furthermore, in performing the data display, in addition to the narrative text, it can also be a graph, matrix, network (network), and charts.

2. Conclusion and Verification

Last step in data analysis, draw the conclusions to get the validity of the data. This is the last step of qualitative analysis. The conclusion involves stepping back to consider what the analyzed data mean and to assess their implications for the questions in problem statements. Then, verification, integrally linked to conclusion, entails revisiting the data as many times as necessary to cross-check or verify these emergent conclusions. "The meanings emerging from the data have to be tested for their plausibility, their sturdiness, their 'confirmability' - that is, their validity" (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 11). Validity means something different in this context than in quantitative evaluation, where it is a technical term that refers quite specifically to whether a given construct measures what it purports to measure. Here validity encompasses a much broader concern for whether the conclusions being drawn from the data are credible, defensible, warranted, and able to withstand alternative explanations.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

A. Findings

Evaluating the quality of English book “Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing” as a subject of research. Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing wrote by Sukirman, S. Pd., M. Pd. editor by DR. Nur Hidyah, S. Kep., Ns, M. Kes. and publisher by Alauddin University Press. This book has 242 sheets, the high and the length of this book are 14 cm and 21 cm.

After doing an analysis, assessment rubric of the book here the researcher elaborates some points in order to find out the compatibility of material in Top Techniques in the teaching of Writing based on Rajan’s criteria.

From the table above using the rubric of analysis adopted by Rajan which uses five criteria, including motivating and meaningful, authentic and appropriate, graphic and graded, literatur and integrated, and contextualized and creative so that the researchers found the results brought:

a. Motivation and Meaningfull

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation and Meaningfull</th>
<th>Frekuensi</th>
<th>Persentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2 above shows from 15 students percentage of the motivating and meaningful, no student said yes, 15 students (100%) said no, no student said partly.

Based on table above most of the students stated that the book did not have motivation. Because this book only focus in writing skills and also the motivation is a word that is conveyed to someone who makes that person more courage to do something in this case the motivation contained in the book just how to make students more diligently for reading or writing skills multiply.
A. Motivating

The material above motivates the students to learn, because the text presented by picture based on the real situation. The students are asked to describe each thing in the picture by using four of the following presentations; *on, over, under, next to,* and *around*. Then, the students asked to complete the sentences become a paragraph.

B. Meaningful

The material above can increase the students’ ability. The text describes a position of a thing, the students also given some words that used to describe the position of that thing. The students can easily understand the use of each words’ position. It will be useful for students in the future, and use it in daily activity.

b. Authentic and Appropriate

Table 4.2 Result of Rubrick

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentic And Appropriate</th>
<th>Frekuensi</th>
<th>Persentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.6 above shows from 15 students percentage of Authentic And Appropriate book, 10 students (67%) said yes, 2 student (13%) said no, 3 student (20%) said partly.

Based on table above most of the students stated that Authentic and Appropriate demand by some students because interesting and quite simple and most importantly, the book helps for beginner. The book is also very friendly to the student because the book can be purchased anywhere at an affordable price

A. Authentic

In the textbook these are no materials which contain the original language by native speaker.

B. Appropriate

The material above discusses about a mans’ routine in the morning. The students can learn vocabulary about the mans’ activities, and it will be easier to learn and memorize the vocabulary because it presented with picture. This task suitable with the students’ need and compatible with the material design suggested by Rajan.
c. Graphic and Graded

Table 4.3 Result of Rubrick

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphic and Graded</th>
<th>Frekuensi</th>
<th>Persentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7 above shows from 15 students percentage of Graphic and Graded book, 14 students (93%) said yes, 1 student (7%) said no, no student said partly.

Based on table above most of the students stated that Graphic and Graded interesting because the table in the book is interesting and also very easy to be understood by students and on the other side the arrange of the material was structured to make the book better and also increased the interest in reading by the students themselves.
C. Graphic

The material above is good for students because presented with a blank chart. The students are asked to complete the chart, and organize their writing as well based on the RAFT Strategy. It can help the students in exploring and developing their ideas before make a text.

D. Graded

The material is not arranged systemically and unstructured.

d. Interesting, Interactive, and Integrated

Table 4.4 Result of Rubrick

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interesting, interactive, and integrated</th>
<th>Frekeunsie</th>
<th>Persentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.1 above shows from 17 students percentage of attractive book, 13 students (87%) said yes, 3 students (20%) said no, 1 student (7%) said partly.

Based on table above most of students stated that the book was interesting, Interactive, and Integrated because the book has colorful cover, and colorful opening chapter and it was attractive for students, and the explanation was clear because all chapter has correlation one another.

A. Interesting

The material above compatible with the materials design suggestioned by Rajan. This material describes some activities (routines). The students are
asked to make sentences for each activity, then arrange these activities become a paragraph.

B. Interactive

3) Picture-cued tasks

The test-taker will be displayed a poster or picture such as car, cat, watermelon, or pen, and they are asked to write the word that picture represents. For example:
The material above compatible with the material design suggested by Rajan. The teacher explains and gives clues about the picture, then ask the students to put the words that appropriate the picture

C. Integrated

In the textbook, these are no integrated. There is no text or task consist of the four skills, it only consists two skills. And there is no pronunciation discussed in the textbook.

e. Contextualized and Creative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contextualized and Creative</th>
<th>Frekuensi</th>
<th>Persentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7 above shows from 15 students percentage of Contextualized and Creative book, 4 students (27%) said yes, 2 students (13%) said no, 9 students (60%) said partly.
Based on the table above, most of the students stated that contextualized and creative premises students as well will help to learn writing, especially for beginners and also the material in the book according to the needs of students and the development of the times so that the book worthy of its own by a student.

A. Contextualized

4. Steps in Designing Facebook as the Medium in Teaching Writing

Adopting Facebook for educational purposes such as teaching writing is not an easy job for teachers. They should understand well how to design Facebook and to operate it in order to achieve the goals of the teaching writing. It can be undeniable that there are some teachers do not get in touch with this kind of social networking tools. In addition, most of them do not even have a Facebook account. Therefore, it will be very beneficial to provide the way to design Facebook as the medium in teaching writing. The steps of designing Facebook in teaching writing as follows:

a. Access our Facebook account by typing www.facebook.com on the Google page, as shown in the following figure.

![Figure 5.1. The Way to Access Facebook](image-url)
The material describes about Facebook as material supports in teaching writing. The material explains Facebook as one of the teaching learnings’ medium that used to communicate between student-student, teacher-student. Facebook can be a medium for teacher and students to share information related to the topic of the lesson. It is suitable with time and place, because the Facebook can be used everytime and everywhere, also the students can get more information about the lesson from Facebook.

B. Creative

There is no material in textbook can make student creative.

2. **Strength and Weakness of the Book “Top Techniques in the Teaching of Writing”**

According to the researcher after conducting research using the rubric of Rajan, by several criteria such as Attractive book, motivation, consider linguistic aspect, in Written clear, clear points of view, authentic and Appropriate, graphic and graded, and contextualized and creative. the researcher found the strength and the weakness of the book.

The finding also supported from interview of student of English education department about the book top technique in the teaching of writing.

Almost all students had studied English writing subject because it was one of the compulsory subjects to be studied by students of English Education Depatement. Although the time to study for the course is different because writing
lesson course is not for ever be learned from the beginning or end of the semester, but students in general education subjects discussed learn English writing in semester 4 or 5. In the process of education students learning English is very necessary to have whose name is a reference book that is where the book helps students to work on a writing English education so that students have many books about writing so it is not wrong for English language education students possessed more than one reference book. One book that breathing is used by students of English language education is a book about the top technique in the teaching of writing. The book is widely used by students in English language education because in the book there is some Strength and Weakness contained in the book is contained in the table below.

From result interview reseracher found some weaknesses and strengthness from student. Among below.

1. Student 1

From student one when i was interview at the second campus UIN Alauddin Makassar the student one said about weaknes and strenght from book entitle “Top Tecnique in the Teachiong of Writing

**Strengthnessess**

students said that the book is quite interesting in this respect the book cover which is owned by attract students to learn

**Weaknesses**

The students like the book in this case the existing cover in the book are not preferred forever for the students but they still read the book
Student 2

From student 2 when i was interview at the second campus UIN Alauddin Makassar the student 2 said about weaknes and strenght from book entitle “Top Tecnoque in the Teachiong of Writing

Strengthnesess
Students said that the book is updated as appropriate with the times

Weaknesses
Students said that the book is very thin

Student 3

From student 3 when i was interview at the second campus UIN Alauddin Makassar the student one said about weaknes and strenght from book entitle “ Top Tecnoque in the Teachiong of Writing “ below

Strengthnesess
students said that the book is quite complete each chapter in the book

Weaknesses
students said that the book is not very interesting in this regard cover and content flat to read

Student 4
From student 4 when I was interview at the second campus UIN Alauddin Makassar the student one said about weaknes and strenght from book entitle “Top Tecnique in the Teachiong of Writing

**Strenghtnesess**

Students said that the book is suitable for beginners

**Weaknesses**

Students said that the quality of these books still need to be improved

Student 5

From student 4 when I was interview at the second campus UIN Alauddin Makassar the student one said about weaknes and strenght from book entitle “Top Tecnique in the Teachiong of Writing “

**Strenghtnesess**

Students said the book is cool because there is a chapter in the book tell how to write in one social media

**Weaknesses**

Students said that the quality of the book is enought

**B. Discussion**

A book entitled "Top tecniques in The Teaching of Writing" is one of the books’ references used by a student to learn the writing. The Book was easy to
find in the bookstore, too, so that the student would easy to get the book. The book was suitable for students who were just learning or beginners who have a desire to increase the skills in writing, because the book have a fairly good quality to be used as a reference that maybe we can see from the result of studies above, which explains why any quality owned by the book.

In addition the book is written Sukirman S. Pd., M. Pd. also has its own interests, where students were able to train their skills, so that in the future they can create their own work, or write a good book. a good book is a book which student could read until done or until the end of the book. it could be happened if the book was interested, in this case from some sides of the book. for instance, the cover of the book, the content, the color, etc. so that, the book entitled “Top Techniques of Writing” could be seen by the strengths and the weaknesses of the book. but, based on the result of the research that concluded by the researcher, the book entitled “Top Techniques of Writing” has many strengths more than weaknesses.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

Book entitled "Top Technique in the Teaching" fit for use and published as a reference point that can be used as a reference for students to improve skills in writing based on research. In studies research institute, using the eight criteria in evaluating the book as The textbook is attractive, Motivate the learner, Consider Linguistic Aspect, Clear in written, Clear point of view, Authentic and Appropriate, Graphic and Graded, and Contextualized and Creative. And in the book as well, there are some weaknesses in lack of color in the image using black and white but it does not affect the quality of the books in the book, which makes investigators believe that this book deserves to as a handle by a student as a reference book.

In learning process book is one of the factors that are important in the learning process so that a student should pay attention only too well that the book will serve as a reference. Therefore, before choosing books that will be used as a reference point we have to consider several things in between weakness and strength of a book.
B. SUGESTIONS

Based on the study the researcher were able to conclude below:

1. The book that written by Sukirman S. Pd., M. Pd, fit for use as a reference for students.

2. For a beginner who wants to have an interest in writing this book can be used as a reference to improve the skill writing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>SUB CRITERIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Motivation and Meaningful</td>
<td>a. Motivating means that the materials can motivate the learners to learn themselves. The materials can make the learners’ awareness to learn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Meaningful means that the materials can be useful to the learner’s future and suitable with the learners need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Authentic and Appropriate</td>
<td>a. Authentic means that a good material contains by original language by native speaker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Appropriate means that a good material suitable for what the learner needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Graphic and Graded</td>
<td>a. Graphic means that a good material displayed with graphic or table will be more interesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Graded means that the material should be systematic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Interesting, Interactive, dan Integrated</td>
<td>a. Interesting means that the materials can be interested to the learners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Interactive means that the materials can create interactive and can create communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Integrated means the materials consist of four skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) and also developing language with vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Contextualized and Creative</td>
<td>a. Contextualized means that a good material should be suitable with time and place (up-todate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Creative means that a good material should make the learners more creative.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evaluating Rubric

Nama : 
Semester : 
Fakultas : 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Partly</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Motivation and Meaningfull</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Autentic and Appropriate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Graphic and Graded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Interesting, Interactive, dan Integrated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Contextualized and Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comment :
List Interview

1. Apakah anda pernah mempelajari mata kuliah writing?
2. Selama belajar mata kuliah writing, referensi apa yang anda pernah gunakan?
3. Apakah anda tahu salah satu buku tentang writing dengan judul buku “Top Techniques in The Teaching of Writing”?
4. Apakah anda pernah membaca buku yang berjudul “Top Techniques in The Teaching of Writing”?
5. Apa kelemahan dan kekurangan yang ada pada buku yang berjudul “Top Techniques in The Teaching of Writing”? 
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